




DESCRIPTION

Quicksail is currently the main 
company in the organitation of 
nautical activities. Being one of 

our flagship product we take 
care with every detail



The jet ski offer several sensations that
no other vehicle can offer : feeling
the “extreme” driving but always
taking into account the security
measures.
Instructors, qualified and recognized
expertise to teach the ultimate secret
to get all the performance on the
bike . It can fly over the sea , making
360 turns and compete with other jet
ski to see who is faster .

Groups of 4 people + instructor

JET SKI 

Trips: 
30 MINUTS: 85 € + vat for double jet ski
60 MINUTS: 145 € + vat for double jet ski
90 MINUTS: 185 € + vat for double jet ski
120 MINUTS: 210 € + vat for double jet ski

JET SKI



Motor boats offering various experiences to
consumer tastes: relaxing walk , the race track,
cruise with speed, etc ... These boats are also
used as support and race committee.
1 speed boat 14 m + skipper for 10 people 2
speed boats 7.5 m + skipper for 7 people each
one4 speed boats 5.5 m + skipper for 4 people
each one

Half day (2.30h): 500 € + vat // 650 € + vet (Rib
14m)
Full day (6h): 650 € + vat // 750 € + vat (Rib
14m)
Fuel not included (aprox 150L/H)

SPEED BOATS



Women and men of all ages can feel the
adrenaline in your body while flying up to 12 meters
high the waters of the Mediterranean in a very safe
and exciting way . In short time, people can be
flying like Iron Man. Moreover , this sport can jump
like a dolphin and make twists, turns , diving and
many more tricks .

The person is connected to a table with two jets of
pressurized water. The force of the water will push
out of the sea. That is why you must have a good
balance and not be afraid of heights.

It provides all materials and necessary equipment .
The activity can be done in a reserved area inside
Marina Real Juan Carlos I or in the sea, always
safely.

2 Fly Boards – 15 minutes per person. (120€ )

FLYBOARD



The stand-up paddle (SUP) is the latest 
water sport to be in fashion. Although its 
origins are Polynesians, recently it started to 
see in beaches worldwide. What makes SUP 
so special is its accessibility, since anyone 
can start it and transmit sensations when 
you practices it. The feeling of gliding across 
the water like you will fly over it, only 
accompanied by the sound of your paddle 
and in the company of friends is 
unmatched. But do not be deceived SUP 
can be an extreme sport and surf as great 
as in any other sport of gliding water waves, 
the limit is up to you.

Since 80 sup
20 € + vat per person & hour

SUP



This Mega SUP, is 5 meters long, 1.87 wide and 
more than 2000 liters, so don´t worry, you can 
get on without a problem with 8 other friends 
and start paddling. Rowing is not the only way 
to have fun on this MEGA SUP, it is a great 
opportunity for organizing different games or 
just sunbathing with a couple of friends. It is 
available for groups of friends, companies or it 
could be a nice way to meet new people! 

Up to 7 mega sups – 1.30 hour duration 100 € + 
vat each one
Up to 7 mega sups – 1.30 hour duration 100 € + 
vat each one

MEGA SUP



KAYAK

Perfect mix between sport 
and relaxing. Enjoy the sea 
while rowing in a kayak. 
Accessible to all people, it 
does not require previous 
experience.

Since to 40 Kayaks -
1 hour duration
20 € + VAT per 
person



VALENCIA
Marina de Valencia



Oficina Quicksail :
Marina Real Juan Carlos I Locales Comerciales
Marina Norte, Local 8 46024 Valencia
Teléfono: 963066258
Teléfono móvil: 669777565 // 615229700 
Correo electrónico: info@quicksail.es
Web: https://quicksail.es

http://quicksail.es
https://quicksail.es/


¡THANK
YOU!


